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Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative disorder associated
with debilitating motor, posture, and gait abnormalities. Human
studies recording local field potentials within the subthalamic nucleus
and scalp-based electroencephalography have shown pathological
beta synchronization throughout the cortical–basal ganglia motor
network in PD. Suppression of such pathological beta synchronization
has been associated with improved motor function, which may
explain the effectiveness of deep-brain stimulation. We used magne-
toencephalography (MEG) to investigate neural population-level beta
responses, and other oscillatory activity, during a motor task in unme-
dicated patients with PD and a matched group of healthy adults. MEG
is a noninvasive neurophysiological technique that permits the record-
ing of oscillatory activity during movement planning, execution, and
termination phases. Each of these phases was independently exam-
ined using beamforming to distinguish the brain areas and movement
phases, where pathological oscillations exist during motor control.
Patients with PD exhibited significantly diminished beta desynchroni-
zation compared with controls prior to and during movement, which
paralleled reduced alpha desynchronization. This study is the first to
systematically investigate neural oscillatory responses in PD during
distinct stages of motor control (e.g. planning, execution, and termin-
ation) and indicates that these patients have significant difficulty sup-
pressing cortical beta synchronization during movement planning,
which may contribute to their diminished movement capacities.

Keywords: cortex, magnetoencephalography, MEG, motor control,
oscillations

Introduction

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a progressive neurodegenerative dis-
order whose symptoms include muscle rigidity, instability, hy-
pokinesia or bradykinesia, and resting tremor (Jankovic 2008).
Autonomic dysfunction, cognitive dysfunction, and sleeping
and sensory abnormalities, such as hyposmia, paresthesia, and
chronic pain (Jankovic 2008), characterize the constellation of
nonmotor clinical symptoms. The prevalence of PD is between
1% and 2%, although the actual number of patients with the
disease is likely higher as many go undiagnosed or misdiag-
nosed (Schrag et al. 2002; Wright-Willis et al. 2010). The cause
of PD is unknown, though at least one subtype demonstrates a
genetic linkage (for a review, see Corti et al. 2011). There is also
evidence suggesting that occupational pesticide exposure is a
risk factor for PD (Gorell et al. 1998; Betarbet et al. 2000; Fire-
stone et al. 2005, 2010; Dick et al. 2007).

Although structural degeneration in the substantia nigra
pars compacta (SNpc) has long been recognized as critical to
the pathobiology of PD, a number of recent studies have
focused on the neurophysiological sequelae of such neurode-
generation within the cortical–subcortical–basal ganglia motor
network. In healthy humans, there is a well-established pattern
of cortical oscillatory activity, including event-related synchro-
nizations (ERS) and desynchronizations (ERD), during the
preparation and execution of movements (Jurkiewicz et al.
2006; Cheyne et al. 2008; Gaetz et al. 2010, 2011; Muthukumar-
aswamy 2010; Wilson et al. 2010, 2011). Such neural responses
are generally strong in the contralateral primary motor and so-
matosensory cortices (M1/S1), supplementary motor area
(SMA), and the parietal lobe among others. Weaker responses
are typically noted in the same neural regions ipsilateral to the
movement. While there is some intersubject variability with
regard to the specific time–frequency parameters, there is re-
markable consistency in the individual patterns (within-subject)
of activation and deactivation, regardless of the movement type
(Cheyne et al. 2008).

Prior to movement onset, there is a strong desynchroniza-
tion in the beta band (15–30 Hz) that starts approximately 600
ms before movement and continues for an additional 400 ms
after the movement onset. After this initial beta ERD, there is a
strong resynchronization in the beta band, known as a post-
movement beta rebound (PMBR). Maximum synchronization
of the PMBR occurs between 500 and 800 ms after the move-
ment and lasts approximately 1000 ms (Gaetz et al. 2010). In-
terestingly, the power of the PMBR increases as a function of
age, with little-to-no synchronization occurring in younger
children (Gaetz et al. 2011). During movement, there is also in-
creased gamma activity, especially from 66 to 85 Hz, that is
time-locked to the movement onset (Cheyne et al. 2008;
Wilson et al. 2010). Unlike the beta response, the gamma
response reaches maximum amplitude about 100 ms after
movement onset and is very brief, lasting only 100–200 ms, at
which time it quickly dissipates and the PMBR response
emerges. The peak frequency of the gamma response also
appears to decrease as participants get older (Gaetz et al. 2010,
2011), and the overall response amplitude is weaker in young
adults than in adolescents (Gaetz et al. 2010). The gamma
response is also more powerful during the first movement of a
repetitive sequence than in succeeding movements (Muthuku-
maraswamy 2010). Finally, about 1 s prior to the movement
onset, there is a strong ERD in the alpha band (8–14 Hz) that
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appears bilaterally in the motor cortices (Jurkiewicz et al.
2006). This ERD response is stronger in the contralateral, com-
pared with ipsilateral, cortices and continues during the move-
ment and slightly after, until dissipating slowly back to
baseline about 2 s after movement cessation.

While PD was traditionally viewed as a strictly subcortical dis-
order, functional neuroimaging of the cortical–subcortical–basal
ganglia motor circuit has provided new insights on the cortical
activation abnormalities associated with the disease (Rascol
et al. 1994, 1997; Buhmann et al. 2003; Sabatini et al. 2000).
Additionally, with the advent of deep-brain stimulation (DBS)
therapy, opportunities to record local field potentials (LFPs)
and simultaneous scalp electroencephalography (EEG) in
patients who were undergoing neurosurgery have substantially
increased, and such studies have broadly enhanced our under-
standing of pathological oscillatory activity in the basal ganglia–
cortical motor circuit. A widely replicated finding in patients
undergoing DBS surgery is that the subthalamic nucleus (STN)
exhibits pathological beta synchronization, which eventually en-
trains the entire basal ganglia–cortical network and thereby
serves to block volitional movement (Cassidy et al. 2002;
Salenius et al. 2002; Brown 2007; Weinberger et al. 2006;
Hammond et al. 2007; Kühn et al. 2004, 2008; many others).
Weinberger and colleagues recorded LFPs in patients under-
going surgery before and after DBS initialization, and found
aberrant beta synchronization in patients before DBS, and that
beta synchrony was strongly reduced when DBS was initiated.
The amplitude of oscillatory beta activity in the STN was also di-
rectly correlated with pharmacological treatment effectiveness
and subsequent symptom improvement (Weinberger et al.
2006). In a related study, Kühn et al. (2008) found that DBS dra-
matically reduced cortical beta synchrony and simultaneously
increased movement amplitude in PD patients. Importantly,
these improvements quickly diminished after the stimulation
was turned off (Kühn et al. 2008). They concluded that bradyki-
nesia was associated with pathological beta oscillations, and
that high-frequency DBS selectively normalized beta activity
and thereby improved symptoms. These and other studies have
also shown strong signal coherence between STN oscillations
and oscillations in and around the motor cortex (Cassidy et al.
2002; Hammond et al. 2007; Kühn et al. 2008), which indicates
that pathological beta activity has transcended basal ganglia
structures to engulf the entire motor network. Numerous other
studies have reached similar conclusions, which have positioned
beta activity as central to the mechanism debate. In short, the
disruption of pathological beta synchronization within the
cortex is currently a leading candidate mechanism for the effica-
cious effects of DBS therapy (Li et al. 2007; Kühn et al. 2008;
Dejean et al. 2009; Gradinaru et al. 2009).

While dopaminergic cell death in the SNpc is clearly impor-
tant, the ultimate symptoms and their remediation appear
largely dependent on the state of the motor cortex. A leading
candidate mechanism for the efficacious effects of DBS in PD
is antidromic action potentials within cortical neurons termi-
nating in the STN, which would disrupt the pathological beta
synchronization that may prevent the cortex from performing
motor control operations (Dejean et al. 2009; Gradinaru et al.
2009; Walker et al. 2011, 2012). Thus, in this study, we exam-
ined oscillatory activity during a hand movement task using
magnetoencephalography (MEG), in an effort to quantify
these neural abnormalities that may ultimately function as a
signature of PD. MEG is a completely noninvasive

neurophysiological imaging technique with optimal temporal
resolution and good spatial precision. Past studies of PD have
only rarely evaluated oscillatory activity during basic move-
ments, and those that have relied almost exclusively on inva-
sive methods (see above). Furthermore, normative studies
have associated specific neural oscillatory responses with
different stages of a single motor event, and no study has
examined these oscillatory shifts during overt movements in
patients with PD. Importantly, many pertinent studies have
examined continuous or quasicontinuous movement in
patients with PD which, while valuable in their own right, do
not allow the discrimination of each attribute in the well-
characterized oscillatory behavior of the normal motor system.
These time-locked synchronizations (e.g. PMBR) and desyn-
chronizations (e.g. beta ERD) are necessary for proper and
correct movements, and not taking these into account could
lead to inaccurate or incomplete conclusions. For example,
there is a strong beta ERD prior to the movement onset. If this
were defined as the baseline for analysis, as is the case in many
evoked-response studies, then the premovement beta desyn-
chronization would not be noticeable, and the PMBR would be
artificially large. Since PD is a movement disorder, it is possible
that one or more parts of this pattern are aberrant. Without
proper time–frequency analyses, such oscillatory abnormalities
would be difficult or impossible to detect. Based on basic
science evidence of normal oscillatory responses in healthy
subjects, we hypothesized that the premovement alpha and
beta desynchronizations, the movement-related gamma
response, and the PMBR would each be of lower amplitude in
PD patients relative to age- and sex-matched non-PD controls.
These responses aid in movement preparation, initialization,
and termination, which are deficient in patients with PD and
thus, may serve as a biomarker for PD.

Materials and Methods

Subject Selection
We studied 19 adults (3 females) with PD and 16 adults (5 females)
without PD. Mean ages were 64.6 years for patients (range: 52–77
years) and 65.6 years for controls (range: 50–85) at enrollment
(Table 1). All participants except one control were right-handed. All
participants with PD had been prescribed a regularly monitored
dosage of an antiparkinsonian medication for at least 2 months prior to
study enrollment (Table 1) and had showed a satisfactory clinical
response to the particular antiparkinsonian medication(s). Parkinson-
ism was measured by a certified rater using the Unified Parkinson’s
Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) in both the practically defined “off” state
(i.e. following at least a 12-h holiday from antiparkinsonian medi-
cations) and the “on” state (i.e. after administration of typical medi-
cation regimen). Mean patient UPDRS scores were 31.58 in the “off”
state and 25.60 in the “on” state, which was a significant improvement,
t(14) = 4.26 (P < 0.001). Exclusionary criteria included any medical
illness affecting CNS function, neurological disorder, history of head
trauma, and current substance abuse. After complete description of the
study to participants, written informed consent was obtained following
the guidelines of the University of Nebraska Medical Center’s Insti-
tutional Review Board, which approved the study protocol. Complete
demographics and UPDRS scores for patients and controls are pro-
vided in Table 1.

Experimental Paradigm
All participants were scheduled for MEG early in the morning (i.e.
07:30–08:00) and for the group with PD, a minimum of 12 h since their
last dosage of antiparkinsonian medication. After administration of the
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first UPDRS, participants were positioned in the MEG. Participants
rested both arms on a table in front of them. Dual-plane accelerometer
chips were attached to each index fingertip to precisely quantify move-
ment onsets (see MEG Preprocessing) and to continuously monitor for
intermittent tremor. Participants were instructed to fixate on a cross
hair presented centrally and to perform a single tap of the right index
finger each time a dot reached the 12 o’clock position. This dot com-
pleted one full revolution, around a clock-like circle without numbers
or tick marks (Fig. 1) every 6 s, which constituted one trial. Each par-
ticipant performed at least 105 trials, and the total recording time was
∼11 min.

MEGData Acquisition
All recordings were conducted in a one layer magnetically shielded
room (MSR) with active shielding engaged. With an acquisition band-
width of 0.1–330 Hz, neuromagnetic responses and the accelerometer
signals were sampled continuously at 1 kHz using an Elekta Neuromag
system with 306 magnetic sensors (Elekta, Helsinki, Finland). Using
MaxFilter (v2.1.15; Elekta), MEG data from each subject were individu-
ally corrected for head motion and subjected to noise reduction using
the signal-space separation method with a temporal extension (Taulu
et al. 2005; Taulu and Simola 2006).

MEG Coregistration and Structural MRI Processing
Prior to MEG measurement, 4 coils were attached to the subject’s head
and the locations of these coils, together with the 3 fiducial points and
scalp surface, were determined with a 3-D digitizer (Fastrak 3SF0002,
Polhemus Navigator Sciences, Colchester, VT, USA). Once the subject
was positioned for MEG recording, an electric current with a unique
frequency label (e.g. 322 Hz) was fed to each of the coils. This induced
a measurable magnetic field and allowed each coil to be localized in re-
ference to the sensors throughout the recording session. Since coil
locations were also known in head coordinates, all MEG measurements
could be transformed into a common coordinate system. With this co-
ordinate system (including the scalp surface points), each participant’s
MEG data were coregistered with structural T1-weighted magnetic res-
onance imaging (MRI) data prior to source space analyses. Structural
MRI data were aligned parallel to the anterior and posterior commis-
sures and transformed into the Talairach coordinate system (Talairach
and Tournoux 1988) using BrainVoyager QX (Brain Innovations, The
Netherlands). Following source analysis (i.e. beamforming), each sub-
ject’s functional images were transformed into standardized space (Ta-
lairach and Tournoux 1988) using the transform that was previously
applied to the structural MRI volume.

MEG Preprocessing
Cardioartifacts were removed from the data using signal-space projec-
tion (SSP), and the projection operator was accounted for during
source reconstruction (Uusitalo and Ilmoniemi 1997). Artifact rejection
was based on a fixed threshold method, supplemented with visual in-
spection. Epochs were of 4.5 s duration (−2.0 to 2.5 s), with 0.0 s
defined as movement onset and the baseline being the −2.0- to −1.2-s
window. This specific baseline period was used to prevent the pre-
movement beta desynchronization from contaminating the baseline.
Movement onset was defined using dual-plane accelerometers, which
were attached to each finger and digitized along with the MEG data at
1 kHz. Essentially, the onset of movement was determined by a sharp
increase in the amplitude of the accelerometer signal attached to the
right index finger. Figure 2 provides a representative example of a
single-trial accelerometer signal in a patient and control. The average
number of trials included in the final analysis was 99.9 (SD 10.8) in the

Table 1
Clinical and demographic characteristics

Subject
ID

Age
(years)

Sex Disease
duration
(years)

PD medications (type,
dose)

UPDRS
off

UPDRS
on

p01a 75 M 4 Pram (0.5 mg), CD/LD
(25/100 mg)

– 17

p02 57 M 2.5 Pram (3 mg) 47 36
p03 62 M 4 Pram (4.5 mg),

Rasagiline (1 mg)
32 31

p04 70 M – Pram (1.5 mg), CD/LD
(25/100 mg)

30 –

p05 52 M 9 CD/LD, Ropinirole 80 60
p06a 70 M 5.5 Rasagiline, Pram 37 32
p07a 76 M 4 Rasagiline (1 mg), CD/

LD (50/200 mg)
64 55

p08 61 M – Ropinirole (1 mg) 23 –

p09 60 M 1 Ropinirole (1 mg) 51 48
p10 72 F 9 Ropinirole 17 17
p11a 77 M 6 CD/LD – –

p12a 54 F 6 Pram (4.5 mg), CD/LD
(25/100 mg)

48 37

p13 64 F 8 Pram (2 mg),
Rasagiline (1 mg)

49 41

p14 67 M 1 CD/LD (25/100 mg) 34 31
p15 66 M 3 Rasagiline (1 mg), CD/

LD (25/100 mg)
73 73

p16 69 M – CD/LD (50/200 mg) 52 43
p17 52 M 6 Ropinirole (8mg) 24 23
p18a 60 M 3 CD/LD (25/100 mg),

Aman (100 mg)
49 40

p19 64 M 7 CD/LD (25/100 mg),
Aman

36 27

c01 68 F
c02a 60 F
c03 69 F
c04 56 M
c05 69 M
c06 56 M
c07a 70 M
c08 64 M
c09 83 F
c10 85 M
c11 53 F
c12 75 M
c13 71 M
c14 68 M
c15 53 M
c16a 50 M

Pram: pramipexole; CD/LD: carbidopa/levodopa; Aman: amantadine.
aDenotes participants who were excluded from analysis due to major dental artifacts, large or
repetitive head movements, or tremor-related (or exasperated) artifacts.

Figure 1. Motor paradigm. Participants fixated on the cross hair as the red dot moved
clockwise toward the blue dots, displacing each green dot in turn. Participants were
instructed to make one flexion-extension movement each time the red dot was within
the blue area, but only one movement per revolution (figure and caption adapted from
Wilson et al. 2010).
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control group and 95.1 (SD 11.4) in the patient group. There were no
significant differences between groups (t(24) = 1.11, P = 0.28).

MEG Time–Frequency Transformation and Statistics
Artifact-free epochs were transformed into the time–frequency domain
using complex demodulation (resolution: 2.0 Hz, 25 ms; Papp and
Ktonas 1977; Hoechstetter et al. 2004), and the resulting spectral
power estimations per sensor were averaged over trials to generate
time–frequency plots of mean spectral density. These data were nor-
malized by dividing the power value of each predetermined time–fre-
quency bin by the respective bin’s baseline power, which was
calculated as the mean power during the −2.0- to −1.2-s time period.
This normalization allowed task-related power fluctuations to be
readily visualized in sensor space. Once identified, the neural regions
generating these event-related synchronizations and desynchroniza-
tions (ERS and ERD; power increases and decreases, respectively) were
imaged by subjecting the data to a beamformer. It is worth noting that,
across different studies, the exact definitions of these time–frequency
windows are not identical, although they are generally similar. Small
variations in the time–frequency windows of maximal change can be
caused by age differences in the sample (Gaetz et al. 2010), different
limbs being moved (Cheyne et al. 2008), and likely other factors that
have yet to be fully characterized. In this study, the exact time–fre-
quency windows subjected to beamforming were derived through a
data-driven approach.

The specific time–frequency windows used for imaging were deter-
mined by statistical analysis of the spectrograms corresponding to each
of the 204 gradiometer sensors across both groups. Each data point
in the spectrogram was initially evaluated using a mass univariate
approach based on the general linear model. To reduce the risk
of false-positive results while maintaining reasonable sensitivity, a
2-stage procedure was followed to control for Type 1 error. In the first
stage, one sample t-tests were conducted on each data point, and the
output spectrogram of t-values was thresholded at P < 0.05 to define
time–frequency bins containing potentially significant oscillatory
deviations across all participants. In stage 2, time–frequency bins that
survived the threshold were clustered with temporally and/or

spectrally neighboring bins that were also above the (P < 0.05)
threshold, and a cluster value was derived by summing all of the
t-values of all data points in the cluster. Nonparametric permutation
testing was then used to derive a distribution of cluster values, and the
significance level of the observed clusters (from stage 1) was tested di-
rectly using this distribution (Ernst 2004; Maris and Oostenveld 2007).
For each comparison, at least 10 000 permutations were computed to
build a distribution of cluster values. Based on these analyses, the
time–frequency windows that contained significant oscillatory events
across all participants and corresponded to those of a priori interest (e.
g. beta ERD and PMBR) were subjected to the beamforming analysis.
These time–frequency bins of interest were significant in most (or all)
gradiometers near the sensorimotor cortex. We defined the time–fre-
quency parameters using the single sensor with the highest t-value,
but the results would have been identical if we used any of the ∼40 gra-
diometers that surrounded the peak sensor. One exception, however,
was made for the movement-related gamma response (see Results),
which has been described in a handful of recent studies in adolescents
and young adults (Cheyne et al. 2008; Gaetz et al. 2010, 2011; Muthu-
kumaraswamy 2010; Wilson et al. 2010, 2011), but has not yet been re-
ported in studies of older adults.

MEG Source Imaging and Statistics
Using the time–frequency windows determined by the analysis de-
scribed above, cortical networks were imaged through an extension of
the linearly constrained minimum variance vector beamformer (Van
Veen et al. 1997; Hillebrand et al. 2005; Liljeström et al. 2005), which
employs spatial filters in the frequency domain to calculate source
power for the entire brain volume. The single images are derived from
the cross spectral densities of all combinations of MEG sensors aver-
aged over the time–frequency range of interest, and the solution of the
forward problem for each location on a grid specified by input voxel
space. Following convention, the source power in these images was
normalized per participant using a separately averaged prestimulus
noise period of equal duration and bandwidth (van Veen et al. 1997).
MEG preprocessing and imaging used the Brain Electrical Source
Analysis (BESA version 5.3.2) software, and MEG-MRI coregistration
used the BrainVoyager QX (Version 2.2) software.

Normalized source power was computed for the selected frequency
bands over the entire brain volume per participant at 4.0 × 4.0 × 4.0
mm resolution. The effect of group was examined using a random
effects analysis for the time–frequency bins of interest. One-sample
t-tests were conducted to probe activation patterns in each group. As
with the spectrogram analysis, a two stage approach was used to
control for Type 1 error while maintaining reasonable sensitivity. In
the first stage, t-tests were conducted on each voxel, and the output
was thresholded (P < 0.05) to create statistical parametric maps (SPMs),
which showed clusters of potentially significant activation. A cluster
value was derived in stage 2, for each cluster surviving stage 1, by
summing all of the t-values of all data points (voxels) within the
cluster. Subsequently, we used permutation testing to derive a distri-
bution of cluster values and tested the observed clusters for signifi-
cance using this distribution (Ernst 2004; Maris and Oostenveld 2007).
For each comparison, at least 1000 permutations were computed to
build a distribution of cluster values.

Results

All 19 patients were able to complete the task. There were no
significant differences between groups regarding age
(t(33) = 0.32; P = 0.75) or sex (χ2(1, N = 35) = 0.42; P = 0.51). Six
PD patients and 3 controls were excluded at the data analysis
stage due to major dental artifacts, large or repetitive head
movements, or tremor-related (or exasperated) artifacts. There
were no group differences in the age or sex of the 13 patients
and 13 controls that were included in the analysis (sex: χ2(1,
N = 26) = 0.35; P = 0.55; age: t(24) = 1.6, P = 0.12).

Figure 2. Single-trial accelerometer signals from a representative control and patient
with PD. Time in ms is denoted on the x-axis, while acceleration in arbitrary units (a.u.)
is noted on the y-axis. All patients and controls exhibited a sharp change in signal
amplitude at movement onset; this change was marked as 0 ms in each trial. This
sharp change in accelerometer signal amplitude allowed precise definitions of
movement onset during individual trials, regardless of participant group.
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Sensor-Based Analyses
Sensor-level time–frequency spectrograms indicated the
typical response pattern of premovement alpha and beta de-
synchronizations, followed by a PMBR, in all participants.
However, these responses were clearly diminished in patients
with PD (Fig. 3). These spectrograms were statistically exam-
ined (see MEG Time–Frequency Transformation and Statistics
in Materials and Methods) using one sample t-tests of the
sensor-level plots from both controls and patients (i.e. one
group) to derive the precise time–frequency bins for sub-
sequent beamforming analyses. The results indicated signifi-
cant (P < 0.05, corrected) beta oscillatory responses from 14 to
24 Hz spectrally, and temporally from −0.3 to 0.2 s, and from
0.7 to 1.5 s (0.0 s =movement onset). These oscillatory
responses are consistent with the previously described pre-
movement beta ERD and PMBR, respectively. Significant oscil-
latory activity was also found in the 8- to 14-Hz band from −0.3
to 0.2 s, which is consistent with the motor-related alpha
response. These specific time–frequency bands (beta ERD:
−0.3–0.2 s, 14–24 Hz; PMBR: 0.7–1.5 s, 14–24 Hz; and alpha
ERD: −0.3–0.2 s, 8–14 Hz), and a window of equal bandwidth
and duration from the baseline period, were then indepen-
dently imaged using beamforming to derive the spatial
location of significant oscillatory responses associated with
movement in each participant. Finally, no significant
movement-related gamma responses (i.e. 70–80 Hz) were de-
tected at the sensor level, but about 10 participants did exhibit
a strong increase in activity a movement onset in the lower
40- to 55-Hz gamma range (Supplementary Data). Thus, we
conducted an exploratory beamforming analysis on this time–
frequency window, which contained the strongest candidate for
a movement-related gamma response (0–200 ms, 40–55 Hz).

Beamforming Analyses

Premovement Beta ERD
Statistical analysis of the task effect in controls revealed signifi-
cant desynchronization centered on the left motor hand knob
region (Yousry et al. 1997) of the precentral gyrus, as well as a

smaller cluster in the same region of the precentral gyrus ipsi-
laterally (P < 0.0001, corrected). Patients also exhibited signifi-
cant desynchronization in the hand knob region of the left and
right precentral gyri (P < 0.0001, corrected). With regard to the
group effect, patients exhibited a significantly reduced beta
ERD in the left motor hand knob region of the precentral
gyrus, extending to the adjacent postcentral gyrus (P = 0.035,
corrected; see Fig. 4).

Postmovement Beta Rebound
Healthy controls exhibited significant beta synchronization in
the premotor cortex bilaterally and in the SMA (P < 0.0001, cor-
rected). Patients exhibited a much weaker response, peaking
near the medial prefrontal cortex (P = 0.01, corrected). Follow-
ing permutation testing, between-group comparisons showed
no significant differences in the PMBR response. However, in
the uncorrected SPMs, beta synchronization was significantly
stronger in the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (P < 0.005, un-
corrected and P = 0.056, corrected) and the SMA (P < 0.005, un-
corrected and P = 0.058, corrected) of healthy controls
compared with patients with PD.

Alpha and Gamma Responses
Healthy controls displayed significant alpha desynchronization
bilaterally along the postcentral gyri, almost directly posterior
to the hand knob region (P = 0.0001, corrected). Surprisingly,
significant alpha desynchronization in patients was centered
near the posterior cingulate cortex (P < 0.0001, corrected).
Patients with PD also exhibited a significantly weaker alpha
desynchronization compared with controls in the left postcen-
tral gyrus (P < 0.05, corrected). There were no significant
gamma responses found in patients or controls. The Talairach
coordinates of each cluster maximum, for significant task and
group effects, are summarized in Table 2.

Discussion

In the current study, healthy controls exhibited a well-
established pattern of oscillatory neural activity before, during,

Figure 3. Average time–frequency spectra in controls and patients with PD during movement. Time (in ms) is denoted on the x-axis, with 0 ms defined as movement onset.
Frequency (in Hz) is shown on the y-axis. The average patterns of alpha and beta premovement desynchronization and PMBR during the hand movement task, expressed as percent
difference from baseline, are shown in the control group on the left. The reduced alpha and beta desynchronizations, as well as a diminished beta rebound in the same region, can be
discerned in the PD group average on the right. In addition, the lower-frequency gamma response that occurred at movement onset can be seen in the average plot of the patients
with PD. This gamma response was present in a subset of patients and controls (see Supplementary Data).
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and after movement onsets in brain areas associated with
motor processing. Alpha and beta desynchronizations were
observed prior to movement onset and during movement
execution in the contralateral sensorimotor cortices. A strong
PMBR response emerged following movement termination, in
the contralateral premotor cortex. Patients with PD exhibited
each of these neural responses in the temporal sequence,
although their response amplitudes were significantly dimin-
ished from that of controls. Furthermore, during the movement
and following termination, PD patients exhibited a clear trend
toward beta hyposynchronization in the dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex and SMA, which are areas of executive function and
motor control, respectively. Below, we discuss the implications
of these findings for understanding pathological cortical
activity in patients with PD. We posit that noninvasive monitor-
ing of pathological beta synchronization with MEG may hold
significant promise as a biomarker for PD.

Invasive studies, many of which investigated the effects of
DBS on STN activity, have noted hypersynchronization in the
beta band (Cassidy et al. 2002; Hammond et al. 2007; Li et al.
2007; Kühn et al. 2008; Dejean et al. 2009) throughout the
basal ganglia and cortical motor system. This beta

synchronization may partially account for the dysfunctional
pattern of activation found in patients during the motor task. If
patients with PD experience aberrant beta synchronization, it
is possible that they are unable to “break through” this beta
synchronization in order to initiate the premovement beta ERD
necessary for proper movement. A recent optogenetics study
of PD demonstrated that DBS causes antidromic action poten-
tials in cortical neurons terminating in the STN (Gradinaru
et al. 2009). Such antidromic activity could effectively interrupt
the intense cortical beta synchrony and, in their study, this was
accompanied by a strong suppression of classic PD symptoma-
tology (Gradinaru et al. 2009). Additionally, alpha desynchro-
nization prior to movement is linked to premovement beta
desynchronization (Jurkiewicz et al. 2006), so it is probable
that such beta dysfunction carries over to alpha activity. Poten-
tially, a certain degree of beta desynchronization is necessary
before neurons in this cortical area synchronize at the faster
gamma firing rate that initiates movement execution, just as
alpha desynchronization in visual cortices precedes active
visual processing in the gamma range (Swettenham et al. 2009;
Koelewijn et al. 2011). However, this could not be investigated
as there was no significant gamma activation found in either

Figure 4. Activation differences during the premovement beta ERD and the alpha ERD. The peak difference in the beta ERD response (top panel) was within the left motor hand
knob feature of the precentral gyrus and extended onto the adjacent postcentral gyrus (P= 0.035, corrected). Differences seen in the right precentral gyrus near the hand knob
region were not significant after permutation testing (P< 0.005, uncorrected and P=0.107, corrected). The peak difference in the alpha ERD response corresponded to the left
postcentral gyrus near the hand knob region (P<0.05, corrected). All images have been thresholded at P= 0.001, uncorrected, and reflect areas of greater activation in controls
compared with patients with PD.
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healthy controls or patients, though there were a handful of
participants who showed a strong increase in activation at
movement onset in the lower 40- to 55-Hz gamma range (Sup-
plementary Data), and this response can be discerned in the
group-averaged data from patients with PD (Fig. 3). There are
two lines of evidence that may help explain this reduction in
the peak frequency and amplitude of the movement-related
gamma response in our study population. First, there is evi-
dence of a linear modulation of gamma response amplitude
with age during motor processing, with young adults showing
less gamma activity than adolescents (Gaetz et al. 2010). Sec-
ondly, Gaetz et al. (2010, 2011) have reported that the peak fre-
quency of the movement-related gamma response decreases
linearly with age. Together, these observations may partially
explain the weak response amplitudes and the lower peak
gamma-band frequencies observed in our sample of healthy
older adults (mean age: 65.63 years). Interestingly, the fre-
quency range where we observed the strongest “candidate”
movement-related gamma response (40–55 Hz) falls near what
would be expected, given the age of our participants and the
slope of the age/gamma-frequency correlation reported in
Gaetz et al. (2011). It is also worth noting that, in a separate
study of HIV-infected patients and healthy older controls
(mean age: 59.4 years), we have observed very similar findings
of reduced gamma-band response amplitudes and lower peak
gamma frequency, which again may be attributable to the age
of the participants (Wilson et al. unpublished observations).
Unfortunately, no studies have examined the impact of healthy

aging on motor-related gamma activation, and thus, the
absence of this response in the current data can only be specu-
lated upon. Missonnier et al. (2010) did find that older partici-
pants who had begun to develop mild cognitive impairment,
even if the cognitive impairment remained stable over time,
showed reduced gamma activation during a memory task com-
pared with healthy controls. Such a reduction in gamma
activity could be a more widespread phenomenon in aging
persons (e.g., Karrasch et al. 2004), and future studies should
confirm whether such a reduction extends to the gamma
motor response, as we found in controls (and patients) in the
current study.

Premovement beta desynchronization is thought to aid in
movement preparation and cognitive selection of a proper
motor response (Kaiser et al. 2001; Doyle et al. 2005). In a
MEG study of healthy persons, Kaiser et al. (2001) evaluated
modulation of the premovement beta ERD when participants
performed a motor task using either the left or right hand
based on a spatial or verbal cue, with the spatial cue being the
more direct cue. On trials where a spatial cue was presented,
there was a significantly earlier beta ERD, reflective of the cer-
tainty in which a motor plan could be carried out. Likewise,
Doyle et al. (2005) showed that participants responded faster
(shorter reaction time) and that their ERD response was more
strongly lateralized when movement was cued to one side with
certainty, compared with trials where movements were cued
but no laterality directions were given. Finally, a recent MEG
study demonstrated that the amplitude of the beta ERD linearly
scaled with the directional uncertainty of the movement (Tza-
garakis et al. 2010). More specifically, when the number
of possible movement directions was high, the amplitude of
the beta ERD was relatively weak, compared with when
the number of possible movement directions was small or the
movement direction was already known (Tzagarakis et al.
2010). These studies indicate that the beta ERD is strongly
associated with movement selection. Extending this to the
current study, one of the hallmark symptoms of PD is the
inability of patients to start movement, leading to rigidity, bra-
dykinesia, and instability. One of our most important findings
was a lower-amplitude beta ERD response in patients with PD
compared with controls. Given the beta ERD’s association with
movement planning and selection, these results provide a
possible physiological mechanism for the difficulty or inability
of patients with PD to initiate movement.

Patients with PD also exhibited a significantly reduced
alpha desynchronization in the current study. Alpha desyn-
chronization has been extensively studied over the past 15–20
years and has been hypothesized to aid in the integration of
sensory cues needed for accurate movements (Pfurtscheller
et al. 1997; Pfurtscheller and Lopes da Silva 1999). As such,
movement-related alpha desynchronization may act as a pro-
prioceptive “check” before and during movement to ensure
that the movement is being carried out appropriately.
However, in patients with PD, this decrease in alpha desyn-
chronization may underlie some of the behavioral sequelae
such as rigidity problems, and especially bradykinesia. Slow-
ness of movement in PD could also be a compensatory mech-
anism in response to having reduced sensory feedback during
movement.

There are two competing hypotheses for the purpose of the
PMBR response, both of which could partially explain the
current findings. The first hypothesis, the idling hypothesis,

Table 2
Motor task and group effects: peak coordinates

Effect Frequency
band

Anatomical
label

Talaraich
coordinates
(x, y, z)

t-value

Task effects: controls Beta ERD L precentral
gyrus

−32 −21 40 11.53

R precentral
gyrus

48 −24 40 13.93

Alpha ERD L postcentral
gyrus

−40 −32 52 9.533

R postcentral
gyrus

47 −22 38 8.411

PMBR L premotor
cortex

−40 10 41 7.436

R premotor
cortex

36 2 40 8.647

SMA 10 −3 40 8.103
Task effects: patients Beta ERD L precentral

gyrus
−35 −27 30 10.09

R precentral
gyrus

41 −28 34 6.154

Alpha ERD PCC 8 −49 21 11.53
PMBR MPFC −4 34 37 5.821a

Group effects:
controls > patients

Beta ERD L precentral
gyrus

−31 −30 59 4.098

L postcentral
gyrus

−35 −32 52 4.462

R precentral
gyrus

45 −18 52 4.057b

Alpha ERD L postcentral
gyrus

−38 −35 61 5.229

R postcentral
gyrus

43 −16 47 3.832b

PMBR L DLPFC −44 36 4 3.684b

SMA 18 11 40 2.861b

Peaks for all task effects were significant at P< 0.0001, corrected, unless noted otherwise.
Peaks for all group effects were significant at P< 0.05, corrected, unless noted otherwise.
aDenotes peaks that were significant at P< 0.01, corrected.
bDenotes peaks that were significant at P< 0.005, uncorrected.
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posits that the PMBR functions to return the motor cortex to its
baseline, as the motor cortices are highly synchronous when at
rest (Pfurtscheller 1992; Pfurtscheller et al. 1996; Pfurtscheller
and Lopez da Silva 1999). The second, newer hypothesis,
speculates that the PMBR is an active cortical motor inhibitory
mechanism (Salmelin et al. 1995; Pfurtscheller et al. 1997;
Cassim et al. 2001) and/or a mechanism by which afferent
motor neurons input to the motor cortices (Cassim et al. 2001;
Houdayer et al. 2006; Parkes et al. 2006). In the current study,
the idling hypothesis would predict a weaker beta rebound
after movement in patients due to the reduced beta desynchro-
nization preceding and during movement. While we observed
a trend toward reduced PMBR in patients in some brain areas
(e.g. SMA), overall the effect was smaller than would be pre-
dicted by the idling hypothesis given the beta ERD results. In
contrast, if the PMBR is an active inhibitory mechanism, the
results of the current study could partially explain why patients
with PD have an inability to stop movement and have a loss of
fine motor control. Since patients with PD had a strong trend
toward a lower-amplitude PMBR in the SMA, this could be
associated with a loss of motor inhibition after completing a
movement, leading to hypermetria.

The results of this study provide additional physiological
evidence that pathological beta synchronization is associated
with the movement-related behavioral abnormalities that are
characteristic of patients with PD when compared with older
adults without PD. These results also provide one of the first
noninvasive, stepwise analyses of the cortical motor pattern in
patients with PD. Previous MEG and EEG studies have exclu-
sively used the coarse analytical framework of scalp- and
sensor-based analyses, which carry a number of limitations
(Bosboom et al. 2006, Berendse and Stam 2007; Stoffers et al.
2007, 2008; Bosboom, Stoffers, Stam, et al. 2009; Bosboom,
Stoffers, Wolters, et al. 2009; olde Dubbelink et al. 2013). Fur-
thermore, these studies have generally relied on measures of
peak frequency, which are known to be highly variable across
healthy persons and are nonquantitative. Thus, it is not totally
surprising that these studies are in disagreement with the most
robust findings of invasive electrophysiology, or of the results
presented here. In contrast, this study used beamforming ana-
lyses to pinpoint neuronal areas in which patients differed
from controls, and was the first to consider the well-established
pattern of desynchronization and synchronization that occurs
throughout the motor system when analyzing movement-
dependent neuronal oscillations.

While the results of this study are promising, they must be
taken in an associative context, as there are a number of limit-
ations with the study. Given the heterogeneity of symptoms
found in patients with PD, future studies should consist of
larger cohorts with the patient population subdivided into
symptom-specific groups and explore direct behavioral
measures, such as individual gait analysis scores, that may par-
allel physiological measures such as the amplitude and latency
of neural responses. Another important limitation was that a
few patients had to be excluded for movement-related artifacts
(e.g. tremor), which are a critical feature of the disease.
Additionally, the results reported here are only from the domi-
nant (right) hand in patients and controls. One hand is com-
monly more affected in patients with PD, so future studies
could compare differences between the less-affected and
more-affected hand to illuminate physiological links to the se-
verity of behavioral symptoms. Nevertheless, the current study

provides important evidence of aberrant cortical oscillations in
patients with PD during movement and suggests that advanced
MEG techniques may be a promising method to explore bio-
markers for the purpose of treatment response tracking and
may eventually help distinguish PD from disorders with over-
lapping symptomatology.
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Supplementary material can be found at: http://www.cercor.
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